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therefore not fair to other ratepayers.
Moreover, SALGA argued, the regulations
would undermine the discretion of
municipalities to regulate the rating of
property by determining criteria in their rates
and policies applicable to different categories
of properties. In keeping with these
arguments, SALGA urged the Minister not
to promulgate the regulations as a fixed
ratio. However, according to CoGTA,
SALGA’s recommendations were submitted
two months after the ratio was promulgated,
despite the fact that the Minister had
requested their inputs on the substance of
the regulations 30 days prior to
promulgating them.
The Institute of Municipal Finance
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Officers (IMFO), like SALGA, supports the
view that ISASA members are schools that are generally run as

Excluding the poor from rating

businesses, some of which are actually listed as companies. In

CoGTA proposes to amend the MPRA to exempt the poor from

fact, according to IMFO, some municipalities have already

paying property rates. Vulnerable citizens would then be

requested public benefit organisations seeking rebates to

exempt according to an income threshold, determined by the

provide their financial statements to ensure that rate benefits

Minister of Finance, that identifies poor households . This

are granted to those who require them and not to those who

threshold would be determined on an annual basis and would

clearly have the ability to pay.

provide relief to vulnerable residents across South Africa.

For now it seems that the debate has been settled in favour
of ISASA, as all public benefit organisations are now protected

Excluding public service infrastructure

by a 25% ratio. However, section 8 of the MPRA provides that

Certain types of public service infrastructure (PSI) serve a

municipalities have discretion in choosing property rates

developmental role. Currently, the first 30% of the market value

categories for differential rating. They are not obliged to include

of PSI is excluded from rating. CoGTA proposes to exclude PSI

‘public benefit organisations’ as a distinct category in their

(roads, railways, airport aprons and runways, breakwaters and

property rates policies. If they do, that category is subject to the

dams) from rating altogether.

25% ratio. If they do not, the 25% ratio misses its target and
does not apply. It is this aspect of the law, and a range of other
issues, which the Minister seeks to address in possible
amendments to the MPRA.

The agenda for debate on the MPRA
CoGTA has commenced a process of public consultation on
possible amendments to the MPRA. The agenda with respect to
the proposed amendments incorporates the exclusion of the
poor from rating, the exclusion of public service infrastructure,
places of worship and communal areas, the regulation of
property categories, redefining the MEC’s role, the rating of
mining property, group applications for rate relief and the
quality of valuation.

Excluding places of worship
Despite the fact that places of public worship and related
residences are excluded from rating in terms of the Act, there
have been different interpretations of the Act with regard to
places of worship or properties linked to these places of
worship. This has resulted in various approaches, which differ
from municipality to municipality and in rating perspectives in
respect of places of worship. CoGTA proposes to define places
of worship and related residences to ensure that
misinterpretations in this respect are done away with and to
bring certainty for owners of these properties, so that clarity
may prevail and all such properties are treated appropriately
and in the same manner by all municipalities.

